Generalized H 1 loopshaping is developed for a particular weighted mixed sensitivity minimization task.
Introduction
Parametrically mixed sensitivity was studied in 6] where closed formulae were derived for H 1 optimization. A more general problem of weighted mixed sensitivity minimization was considered in 7] where the choice of weighting functions and synthesis of feedback controllers were examined. Although this is one of the central themes for H 1 control, the general problem of weighted mixed sensitivity minimization remains unsolved, due to the complexity of the weighting functions and feedback controllers 7] . In this paper we consider a particular form of weighted mixed sensitivity minimization and show its equivalence to the H 1 loopshaping proposed in 9] . A free parameter > 0 is introduced to trade-o minimizations of sensitivity and complementary sensitivity in the H 1 performance index that will be referred to as parametric H 1 loopshaping. It is shown that the task of parametric H 1 loopshaping involves solving an H 1 type ARE (algebraic Riccati equation). A formula is obtained for the optimal performance index that reduces to the explicit formula in 9] at = 1. However for 6 = 1, the optimal performance index is given implicitly, and its computation is rather complicated. This paper proposes a modi ed Newton-Raphson method to compute the optimal performance index iteratively with quadratic convergence. Similar to the H 1 loopshaping, the result in this paper can be used for stabilization of uncertain systems where normalized coprime factors involve parametrically weighted H 1 Without loss of generality we assume that m p, and P(s) has normal rank p. Thus the sensitivity at the plant output and complementary sensitivity at the plant input of the feedback system are given by S(P; K) = (I ? P(s)K(s)) ?1 ; T(P; K) = K(s)(I ? P(s)K(s)) ?1 P(s); (2.1) respectively. We consider the following H 1 minimization task: Find a solution to opt ( ) := inf K stabilizing fJ (P; K) = kT (P; K)k 1 g ; T (P; K) = " S(P; K)W s Figure 2 where either state feedback, or output injection is used. Thus T oi (s) can be used to represent the frequency shape speci cation for the complementary sensitivity. Thus robust stabilizability requires the computation of opt . For the case 6 = 1, the results in 3, 9] fail to apply. We will present a formula for opt in the next section, together with the state-space solution for the suboptimal controller. A (quadratically convergent) algorithm will also be derived to calculate the optimal H 1 performance for the case 6 = 1.
3 State-space Solution to the Parametric H 1 Loopshaping
Our rst result gives the necessary and su cient condition for the existence of suboptimal controllers. It is noted that for = 1, = 0. Thus the stabilizing solution Z in (3.6) is independent of . In this case, the formula in (3.7) reduces to the result in 3, 9]. However for 6 = 1, Z is in general a function of 6 = 0, and thus computation of opt is not that simple. In the remainder of the section, we outline a simple algorithm that employs the Newton-Raphson method 8] for computing opt . The following result is the key. Lemma 3.3 Let Y 2 and Z( ) be the stabilizing solutions to AREs (2.7) and (3.6), respectively. Then Our algorithm for computing opt is given as follows.
Iterative Algorithm for Computation of Optimal H 1 Performance:
Step 1: Set initial guess 0 . Compute the stabilizing solutions Y 2 from (2.7), and Z from (3.6).
Step 2: Let > 0 be the error tolerance. For i = 0; 1; 2; :::; do the following: 
Controller Reduction and Performance Analysis
This section presents two results on controller reduction. The rst one is on the reduction of observerbased suboptimal controllers in (3.2). Stability condition and performance analysis with reduced controllers are investigated. The second one is on the reduction of normalized LQG controller, a special case of the parametric H 1 loopshaping, whose stability condition is related to H 1 performance J at = 1.
Controller Reduction for Suboptimal Controllers
Suppose that for a given > 0, there exists a stabilizing solution X 1 0 for (3.1). Then K(s) as in Thus by using the triangle inequality kT (P;K)k 1 kT (P; K)k 1 + kT (P; K) ? T (P;K)k 1 , the performance estimate in (4.2) can be easily obtained.
The results of Theorem 4.1 suggest to minimize k k 1 if < 1, or to minimize k k 1 if > 1.
The model reduction of T F (s) can be carried out via either balanced truncation, or optimal Hankel norm approximation such as in 1] which produces stable approximantT F (s) as T F (s) is stable, and which has known a priori error bound in H 1 norm. It should be clear that normalized LQG control is a special case of the parametric H 1 loopshaping by taking = 1 and = 1 in Theorem 3.1, and thus H 1 ARE in (3.1) reduces to H 2 ARE in (2.6).
Performance Analysis for Normalized LQG Controllers
Controller reduction for normalized LQG controller was rst proposed in 5]. It was also discussed in 9, 4]. However robust stability of the feedback system using reduced normalized LQG controller remains unresolved. We will present rst a result on the H 1 performance for normalized LQG control. Hence we obatin at = 1, T (P;K) = The LQG performance for the feedback system consisting of full order plant and reduced order normalized LQG controller has been derived in 4], and thus will not be addressed further in this section. 
